IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

March 19, 2015

Dear Valued Customer,

For many years, Spinrite has prided itself on the premium yarn products that it has marketed to consumers. As a market leader in product innovation, we are committed to delivering forward-thinking designs and a strict adherence to quality standards. Above all, customer safety is a top priority.

Our records or our retailers' records indicate that you may have purchased Bernat Tizzy yarn. We recently discovered through our own testing and consumer feedback that Bernat Tizzy does not meet our high expectations for quality and safety. As you know, all knitted or crocheted garments or blankets can come unraveled or pulled apart if they are “snagged.” The potential for these snags can vary depending on the tension of the stitch or the construction of the yarn.

However, we believe that garments and blankets made from Tizzy yarn are more susceptible to snagging than those made from other more traditional baby yarns. In finished knit or crochet items, the yarn can unravel or snag and form a loop, posing an entanglement hazard to young children. Therefore, we have decided to voluntarily recall this product and discontinue its sale.

We are voluntarily recalling this product in conjunction with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Consumers should immediately stop using the yarn or finished yarn projects, keep them out of the reach of young children, and contact Bernat for a full refund. Keep the yarn or finished yarn projects in a safe place away from children until your claim has been processed and you have received your cheque. Upon receiving the cheque you agree to dispose of your Bernat Tizzy skeins or projects through your local waste facility. Do not return product to retail stores. Do not knit, crochet, or otherwise use Bernat Tizzy. Do not donate, give away, or present the skeins or finished yarn projects to anyone or any institution.

All eleven Bernat Tizzy yarn colors are involved in this recall and can be identified with the following UPC #’s: 05735535-0380, 0397, 0403, 0410, 0427, 0434, 0441, 5521, 05735536-6336, 05735537-5970, and 05735537-5987. Please note that no other Bernat branded yarns are affected by this voluntary recall.
To participate in the recall or if you have questions, please call toll free: 1-844-418-7973 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern, or visit the following website: www.bernat.com/recall.

We apologize for any inconvenience and appreciate your cooperation with this recall and your continued business.

Sincerely,

Ryan Newell
President